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ABSTRACT 
 
With the objective of explain the behavioral causes of the misalignment between market prices 
and asset fundamental values, in this paper was proposed a behavioral pricing model that consist 
from estimation of affective heuristics caused by stimulus and that lead to behaviors of 
appreciation or contempt by companies that trade stocks. 
 
Affective heuristic in this paper consists of investor sentiment in Brazilian Capital Market from 
proxies of liquidity and stocks rankings published by Valor Econômico and Exame journals. 
Period of analysis was 1995 to 2014, having as database the Economática and rankings 
publication. Portfolios formation corresponded to the period from September 1995 to July 2014, 
being analyzed twelve months in a short-term analysis and sixty months in a long-term analysis. 
 
Although with traditional methods of analysis, the effects from maintenance and reversion of 
prices have been perceived as behavioral and are not have already more supported by classic 
vision. From this come a new theoretic framework in the asset value’s estimation, the 
Behavioral Finance. According with Statman (1999), the Psychology has always been linked to 
Finance. However, the behavioral aspects were more systematized only from 1990 decade. 
 
Considering the gap of the classic modeling about affective aspects, Statman, Fisher and 
Anginer (2008) suggest a behavioral asset pricing model, verifying the conditions under which 
assets, such as stocks, can be appreciated or despised. The affect, in this context, can be 
measured from a set of characteristics. 
 
Working in the composition of an investor sentiment index, Baker and Wurgler (2006) departed 
of the presupposition that affective aspects impact stock prices. The temporal series analysis 
conducted by authors corresponded from the period of 1963 to 2001, with deciles formed in 
according to firm’s characteristics. 
 
The sentiment index, estimated by factorial analysis, expressed negative relationship with 
closed funds discount and dividend premium. Furthermore, was directly proportional at 
turnover, percent of stocks in new offerings, number of Initial Public Offering (IPO) and IPO’s 
return. That result is indicative of investor’s vulnerability to small firms that proportionate 
bigger closed funds discount against market value of these funds, and higher dividend 
premiums, besides others characteristics that indicate stocks undervaluation. 
 
Having as theoretic basis the Baker and Wurgler (2006)’s index, the Brazilian indicator has 
been estimated from liquidity variables, including besides of the turnover (Title and Stocks), 
more five: bid-ask-spread (BAS), Quantity of Titles (QT), Quantity of Stocks (QS) and Money 
Volume (VOL), considering the natural logarithm of these three last. With this foundation, have 
been also included the variables: market-to-book and payout index with objective to consider 
the impact of dividends on sentiment against profits. 
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Due the valuation’s difficulty by majority of investors and being that complexity contributory 
for sentimentalism in the investments, this paper had as differential the inclusion of the 
mentioned rankings. The publication of “Melhores e Maiores (best and bigger firms)” and 
“Campeãs de Valor (value champions firms)” were information that although simple by the fact 
to divulgate points, indicate rational investments and thus contribute for low sentiment. 
 
Has been worked the hypothesis: Firms stocks that increase investors sentiment present larger 
return’s performance against fundamentalist companies. So returns in long-term are determined 
by affective components. 
 
The sentiment indicators have been submitted to a principal component analysis, a kind of 
factorial analysis. That analysis presents the presupposition of interdependence between 
analyzed variables and independence between the factors. 
 
In model formation, the response variable was the assets’ returns in function of risk premium 
already modeled in the CAPM. The independent variables were: Differential Ranking, 
calculated by ranked stocks return minus not ranked stocks returns; Momentum, that is 
differential return between winners and losers in formation period; and Differential B/M (stocks 
return with high B/M minus stocks return with low B/M). To these variables are added investor 
sentiment indicators. 
 
Sentimental components have been associated to returns expectations in a model denominated 
behavioral pricing model. Has been verified that the bigger returns come of losers’ stocks, not 
fundamentalist or with low B/M and not ranked. 
 
The sentiment indexes formation allowed evaluate the impact both individual and integrated of 
each considered variable, not resulting in a simple recommendation of stocks buy or sale, but 
in behavioral tendencies identified from liquidity and of rankings. Has been demonstrate that 
affective component predominates over fundamentalist component when are realized more 
robust econometric tests with data panel and including autoregressive and conditional variance 
components. 
 
Multifactorial model such as classically estimated would reveal accounting under-valuation by 
market, but this conclusion have not sustained when has been tested regressions 
presuppositions. So it have not been rejected only behavioral suppositions, as momentum in 
short-term generated by investors impulse and expressed essentially by the strong dependency 
of returns and its immediately lags, characterizing overconfidence. 
 
This overconfidence effect also has been evidenced when the liquidity was analyzed in quantity 
of assets or more expressively in quantity of stocks and its turnover. A higher contingent of 
retail’s investors rise the volume of small trades, being for this reason that liquidity component 
is distinct of volume in money, that is more significant for institutional investors and normally 
called arbitrators. 
 
Increases of impulsive quantities make return be dependent of its autoregressive component, 
above any account basis of the companies. Therefore, after models correction there was not 
adjustment from the book-to-market. 
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Criterions according to which the firms have been chosen to composition of Valor Econômico 
and Exame rankings have already do these companies well valuated by market. Thus has been 
out of rankings that emerged betters return opportunities and, if not came of equity value, only 
an explication became plausible: the affect. 
 
Keywords: Affect; Investor Sentiment; Liquidity; Factorial Analysis; Ranking. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In the approach of Behavioral Finance, the value does not necessarily come from of the 

traditional models in despite them be reference especially in periods of macroeconomic shocks. 
To reach the fundamental value of an asset, there are many accounting indicators that the 
majority of investors don’t use. The not use is explained by time demanded and the valuation’s 
difficulty. 

Furthermore there are firms that, in despite to have finance statements publicized and 
be good alternatives considering their patrimonial fundamentals, they are not in the market’s 
glamour, using the denomination of La Porta et al (1997). These same authors classify the firms 
in glamour stocks, liquid and with high market value, and value stocks, in this case with 
consistent accounting indicators, but undervalued by the market. 

Would presume that, by the valuation’s difficulty, some firms would be less considered 
for investment, but this doesn’t occur in the market in terms of liquidity. So the companies more 
liquid are those with patrimonial value smaller than their market value. Why these firms have 
bigger turnover of stocks, if there is not accounting basis for they be more negociated? 

In reason of the majority of investors not realize fundamentalist analysis, in this paper 
that analysis is considered a relevant factor to valuation of stocks. Specialized investors, called 
arbiters, disclose their valuations only for an interested public and not widely. When indicators 
that require valuation’s time become public, they are more factors that allows the stock’s fair 
price and consequent future returns. 

Statman, Fisher e Anginer (2008) added an affective component at the returns 
expectation model in the Behavioral Finance area. They worked with stocks rankings of the 
American journal Fortune. 

In Brazil, there are relevants rankings like “Maiores e Melhores” (the Biggest and Best 
- Exame Magazine) or “Campeãs de Valor” (Value Champions - Valor Econômico Journal). 
These rankings are analyzed with basis in a serie of financially sustainable indicators as return 
on equity, net and operational margins, sustainable growths, among others. It is, therefore, of a 
fundamentalist valuation available to the capital market by their principal communications 
vehicle. 

To get these information and kind of treatment of them by the investors, in this paper 
the investment’s portfolios has been formed from rankings disclosed, since 1995, normally in 
the July and August months. 

It’s important to emphasize the companies included in these rankings are have already 
of big market value and naturally are more liquid in terms of income. Their indices are more 
easily available to specialized investors. As the mass of investors characterized as noise traders 
conceptually doesn’t effects their strategies from disclosed information and, thus, act 
impulsively, it’s natural that many of these divulgations have no significant difference to them. 

The “Biggest and Best” and “Value Champions” don’t necessarily are the best in terms 
of fundamentals indexes from asset pricing models. This occur because the smaller firms with 
high book-to-market (B/M) normally don’t appear in the rankings. Emerge, thus, a second 
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stocks group: not ranked with high B/M, identified only by specialized investors, once that the 
majority don’t have time or don’t know to valuate. 

A third category of stocks is approached in this paper as affective. This designation 
occur due the fact of don’t be publicated in the mentioned rankings for they be of smaller value 
market considering the levels accepted to ranking. Furthermore don’t show fundamentalist 
justificative, that is, are of low equity value. Are these sentimental firms that constitute focus 
of the analysis made in this paper. 

With the objective of explain the behavioral causes of the misalignment between market 
prices and asset fundamental values, in this paper is proposed a behavioral pricing model, that 
consist from estimation of affective heuristics caused by stimuli and that lead to behaviors of 
appreciation or contempt by companies that trade the stocks in question. 

Between the impulses in consideration, the works subsequently mentioned inspired the 
investor sentiment analysis when they have simplified information about the assets, 
characterizing the affective heuristic. 

In the section two is showed the literature review about Behavioral Finance, being 
showed methods adopted by authors about investor sentiment. In the methodology are 
explicated the behavioral models and tests realized. The focus is investor’s reactions at the 
publication of rankings in specialized journals, characterizing simplified information and their 
impacts on stocks performance. 

The section four present the analysis and discussions of the results of the study, both 
descriptives and inferential, allowing a modeling of the investor sentiment and theoretic 
contributions in Brazil for the Behavioral Finance. The last section present the conclusions. 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
One of the first evidence of an influence of behavioral aspects about the asset prices 

come from price’s behavior in opposite directions to what is preconized by rational presupposes 
of pricing. So the advantage of invest in value stocks are perceived only at long term 
(DEBONDT and THALER, 1985). 

Although with traditional methods of analysis, the effects from maintenance and 
reversion of prices have been perceived as behavioral and are not have already more supported 
by classic vision. From this come a new theoretic framework in the asset value’s estimation, 
the Behavioral Finance. According with Statman (1999), the Psychology has always been 
linked to Finance. However, the behavioral aspects were more systematized only from 1990 
decade. 

The same author say that are three basic models for explain agent’s behavior that act in 
capital market: Disposition Effect, from Prospect Theory, Overconfidence and Momentum, 
generated by irrational investors that act for impulse (op. cit., 1999). 

The Disposition Effect, identified from Kahneman and Tversky (1979) experiments 
reveals that the investor’s choose is conditioned at the affective heuristics provocated by 
stimuli. By one side there are reactions extremely positives about asset returns. By other side 
the reactions are very negatives, being high the investor propensity to support high loss risk to 
recuperate the invested value. From this come the denomination “Disposition Effect”. The 
Kahneman and Tversky (1979) analysis was applied in Brazil by Kimura et al (2006), being 
verified the same tendency of higher propensity to right gain and loss aversion.  

Verifying the use of classic methods in the identification of these behavioral elements, 
many authors have been analyzed the relationship between return and traded volume. This is 
indicative of the investor’s confidence in the past gain results. In this case, has been tested the 
overconfidence, in the presupposition of that the return rise increase the traded volume. In 
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Brazil this effect has been studied by Prates et al (2013). These authors verified positive and 
significative relationship between the two variables to firm’s stocks with low market value or 
small caps. 

Another effect that reveals the transition of models strictly rational to simultaneously 
utility and behavioral models (STATMAN, 1999) is the Momentum. This effect is explained 
from the concepts developed by Hong and Stein (1999) of Newswatchers and Momentum 
Traders. The Newswatchers are more alert and so themselves anticipated at the market. The 
Momentum Traders or Noise Traders are considered irrationals and thus vulnerables for the 
stimuli, manifesting their cognitive dissonance of the fundamentals. 

Works that have already identified tendencies of maintenance the asset returns in the 
short term are Jegadeesh and Titman (1993, 2001, 2002, 2011). About Overreaction, it starts 
from Debondt and Thaler (1985) and pass for Chopra, Lakonishok and Ritter (1992). These last 
authors verified long term reversion, it stronger in small firms. 

Statman (1999) alert about the necessity of an integrated approach between Utility 
Theory and Behavioral Finance. Proposes a first model constituted by utilitarian aspects 
following the classic theory and a second model formed by elements of the Economic 
Psychology. The author doesn’t suggest a substitution of classic models, but complementation 
of them from cognitive biases.  

From this foundation, is proposed a behavioral model of asset pricing originally called 
Behavioral Asset Pricing Model – BAPM, this not substituting but complementing the Capital 
Asset Pricing Model – CAPM and the classic multifactorial models. 

In the cited behavioral model, the portfolio is essentially based in value stocks, once the 
investors characterized as noise traders commit cognitive errors and thus they undervalue stocks 
with potential results of future gains. This fact generate behavioral anomalies in opposite for 
the market efficiency. 

At the same theoretical framework, Statman, Fisher and Anginer (2008) approach that 
investor sentiment doesn’t constitute as rule for asset pricing according to financial theory 
standard. This theory suppose homogeneity expectations and ilimited rationality. 

Statman, Fisher and Anginer (2008) say that as other assets such as real estate, cars and 
watches, the stocks generate affect’s sentiment in the investors, although these sentiments don’t 
be generally considered in the traditional asset pricing models such as the CAPM and the Three-
Factors Fama and French (1993) model. 

Made these considerations about evolution of the works in Behavioral Finance line, the 
subsequent sections firstly treat of concept from Economic Psychology, with focus in cognitive 
dissonance and affective heuristics. Subsequently is approached more specifically about 
investor sentiment, constituted from liquidity variables. 
 
2.1. Economic Psychology Fundaments 

 
The affect, according to Finucane et al (2000), is considered as a state of people’s 

sentiment. Having as basis this sentiment, the individuals demonstrate happiness or sadly and 
attribute qualities associated at a stimulus. Slovic et al (2002, p. 3) explain that the affect is 
associated at judgment and consciously and unconsciously decisions. These decisions generate 
fast and automatic answers in recurrence of positive and negative stimulu. 

Considering the gap of the classic modeling about affective aspects, Statman, Fisher and 
Anginer (2008) suggest a behavioral asset pricing model, verifying the conditions under which 
assets, such as stocks, can be appreciated or despised. The affect, in this context, can be 
measured from a set of characteristics. 
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The tendency waited in behavioral asset model formulation is of direct relationship 
between expected return and objective risk measured by CAPM. Furthermore, it’s waited that 
subjective risk cause return’s increase. The subjective risk so is linked to a negative affect due 
a low reputation’s perception of the firms, for the variable in question is admiration. 

Understood the affect’s meaning or affective heuristic, how this sentiment can be 
measured in dynamics of asset trading? Statman (1999) and Statman, Fisher and Anginer (2008) 
proceeded at an analogy of the stocks with the Rolex watch, which value is $10.000,00 and 
Timex watch, of $50,00. In the explication of why clients dispend $9.950 more in Rolex buy, 
they affirm be a question of affect. So they pay by prestige, in despite the utility of both be the 
same. 

To measure affect, Statman, Fisher and Anginer (2008) firstly presented the results of 
research realized by Fortune Journal with 10.000 executives, consisting in a classification of 
the stocks listed according a reputation scale varying of zero (despise) to ten (admiration). The 
focus was “Long-Term Investment Value”. The research, realized at period of 30 September 
1982 to 30 September 2006, allowed to identify that despised portfolios presented mean return 
annualized of 19,72% against 15,12% of the appreciated portfolios, four years after formation. 

Complementing the traditional models, the same authors sought to describe the 
characteristics of appreciated and despised portfolios, verifying that the despised portfolios 
presented smaller market value against appreciated portfolios. The portfolios with low affect 
also signalized bigger profit/price and cash flow/price indexes. They also presented smaller 
growth rate, of profits and from return of assets. These characteristics demonstrate 
undervaluation of the stocks by the market and therefore potential long-term returns in despite 
the bigger objective risk, so called by authors the risk measured by CAPM’s beta.  

Statman, Fisher and Anginer (2008) also conducted two experiments, being the first in 
May 2007 and submitting the investors to a valuation of 210 companies listed in Fortune, at the 
same scale of journal’s reputation. Both investor groups have been solicited to give fast answer 
and thus characterizing affective heuristic in the conception of Slovic et al (2002). 

On the second experiment, realized in June 2007 another group was valuated and 
classified in two categories, one based in returns and other from risk rankings. As results, the 
authors inferred there is inverse relationship between subjective risk and mean return due a 
negative affection. The principal conclusion of the Statman, Fisher and Anginer (2008) paper 
was a short-term momentum (until twelve months) and reversion in long-term due a 
undervaluation of stocks subjected to negative affects but with best potential results.  

Between Brazilian authors that treat about theories that sustain Behavioral Finance, 
Kimura (2003) worked the concepts of cognitive dissonance, representativeness’s heuristic, 
overconfidence and conservatism. The theoretic basis that sustain these concepts is Prospect 
Theory of Kahneman and Tversky (1979). From work of these authors emerged the Disposition 
Effect and whose formulations led to question the Utility Theory. 

Although with methodologic elements fundamentalists of overconfidence analysis, 
Statman et al (2006) proportionated significant conceptual contributions, differentiating 
overconfidence from disposition effect. This last consist of the gains realization from 
appreciated stocks sale, delaying loss realization. In this situation, the focus is individuals 
results of stocks. The overconfidence, by other side, reveals investor’s belief about stock trade 
in general, being a more systematic effect.  

This kind of investor with overconfidence therefore tend to aggregate the results rather 
than analyze many individual parts of losses. So he commit prevision errors due following 
market tendencies dissonant from the fundaments. 

In the Statman et al (2006) paper has been identified positive and significant relationship 
between trading volume and market returns. Such positive relationship has been strong for 
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stocks with low market value. The returns autocorrelation was positive for stocks with bigger 
volume only in the first month after portfolio formation, being negative in the subsequent 
months. That denote a short-term momentum effect. 

 
2.2. Investor Sentiment 

 
Working in the composition of an investor sentiment index, Baker and Wurgler (2006) 

departed of the presupposition of that affective aspects impact stock prices. The temporal series 
analysis conducted by authors corresponded from the period of 1963 to 2001, with deciles 
formed in according to firm’s characteristics. 

According to the authors in question, bigger firms are less affected by investor 
sentiment, what remember the result of Chopra, Lakonishok and Ritter (1992) about stocks 
overreaction of small firms, once they are more subject at the investor sentiments. 

Another variables considered by Baker and Wurgler (2006) consist of: sales growth, 
book-to-market and outside financial activity. They verified that sentiment leads to speculation 
due the valuation’s subjectivity considering gain history and stable dividends.  

In this way, the stocks choose occur in according to characteristics set compatible with 
sentiment, conform Lancaster’s (1996) attributes approach. That researcher innovated in your 
time about the Customer Behavior Theory. He postulated that goods are selected from its 
attributes and not for itself. The multifactorial model utilized by Baker and Wurgler (2006) is 
presented below. 

             𝐸"#$[𝑅'"] = 𝑎$ + 𝑎$𝑇"#$ + 𝑏′$𝑥'"#$ + 𝑏′0𝑇"#$𝑥'"#$                
     

Eq. 1 
 
where there is a vector x of firms with i characteristics at time t and a indicator T of sentiment, 
with respective general parameters 𝑎$ of sentiment and 𝑏′$ of characteristics. The parameter 
𝑏′0 means undervaluation directed by sentiment. 

In this case are considered as relevant variables for the formation of index: discount of 
closed funds, turnover of NYSE’s stocks, mean returns of Initial Public Offering – IPO, number 
of IPO’s, percent of stocks in new offerings and dividend premium. The returns were calculated 
of July to June, also considering the firm’s age (time of Stock Exchange trading), market value, 
accounting value and market/book index. 

The sentiment index (Eq. 2), estimated by factorial analysis, expressed negative 
relationship with closed funds discount (CEFD) and dividend premium ( ). Furthermore, 
was directly proportional at turnover (TURN), percent of stocks in new offerings, number of 
IPO’s (NIPO) and IPO’s return (RIPO). That result is indicative of investor’s vulnerability to 
small firms that proportionate bigger closed funds discount against market value of these funds, 
and higher dividend premiums, besides others characteristics that indicate stocks 
undervaluation. 

𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑇𝐼𝑀𝐸𝑁𝑇" = −0,241𝐶𝐸𝐹𝐷" + 0,242𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑁"#$ + 0,253𝑁𝐼𝑃𝑂" 
      				+0,257𝑅𝐼𝑃𝑂"#$ + 0,112𝑆" − 0,283𝑃"#$F#GF                               Eq. 2 

 
Another observation about cited model say respect to lag variables RIPO, 𝑃"#$F#GF  and 

TURN, which reveals its impacts in the subsequent periods and thus lags express an effective 
relationship with the sentiment indicator. 

In Brazil, the Baker and Wurgler’s (2006) index was replicated by Yoshinaga and Castro 
Jr. (2009). They analyzed the influence of sentiment about stocks future returns. Between 
analyzed variables, considered those used in temporal series and available in Brazilian capital 
market, in this case, percent of stocks in new offerings, number of IPO’s, turnover index, 

NDD
tP

-
-1
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dividend premium and trading index (TRIN), measured by division between stocks in low to 
stocks in high. 

Yoshinaga and Castro Jr. (2009) infer that sentiment is associated at low dividends and 
high trading volume, associating the estimated index with lagged variables too. The paper’s 
result refutes the classic idea that sentiment doesn’t influence the asset returns. In the estimated 
model the stocks gains with low sentiment were superior. 

Stambaugh, Yu and Yuan (2011) analyzed the prices tendencies associated at sentiment 
using the Three-Factors Model (FAMA and FRENCH, 1993), correlating the model to 
variables: financial distress, stocks offering, profits, liquid operational assets, momentum 
effect, growth, Return of Assets (ROA), among others variables. 

Once Defined the anomalies, the stocks have been classified according to Baker and 
Wurgler’s (2006) index for the period of 1965 to 2007 in stocks with high and low sentiment 
index. Stambaugh, Yu and Yuan (2011) concluded that anomalies appear more frequently 
between stocks with high sentiment. 

In terms of analysis can be verified the behavioral logic of reactions to stimuli. These 
reactions are the causes of anomalies characterized as behavioral and, as in traditional models, 
associated with firms attributes, especially accounting aspects. 

Observing the methods and theoretic treatment of the mentioned papers, it´s perceptible 
the junction between classic and behavioral models. These last are considered from approach 
of cognitive aspects and affective heuristics. In more one work realized in Brazil, Gonzalez and 
Bruni (2012) verified that between investors more informed or with a developed cognition, 
there is less influence of these heuristics, for these denote a simplification of decision’s process 
in front of incomplete information or not detailed available to investors. 

About methodology of the Gonzalez and Bruni’s (2012) paper, has been analyzed 
elements associated to investors profile, as gender and age, besides self-knowledge about the 
market. So was a more exploratory method to study investor’s sentiment in front of risk stimuli 
and benefits (positive or negative affect). 

An analysis of relationship between influent aspects in the consumer satisfaction and 
asset prices can be backed up on the study of Raithel et al (2012). These authors analyzed the 
investors reactions to cars attributes. The variables were: vehicle quality, property cost and 
dealer service quality. These variables were valuated together with quarterly and annual reports. 
The objective was identification of relevant variables indicative of satisfaction.  

So in the mentioned paper the heuristic simplification was based on consumer 
satisfaction drivers to a valuation of the stocks returns by traditional models as Carhart’s (1997) 
model. That researcher added the momentum at the proposed factorial model in his study, 
together with the three-factor model of Fama and French (1993). 

Specially about abnormal returns resulting from satisfaction drivers associated with 
fundamentalists control variables, the model of Raithel et al (2012) is presented to follow: 

 
𝐴𝑅'" = 𝛼 + 𝛽$∆𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦'" + 𝛽0∆𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡'" + 𝛽T𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒'" + 𝛽Y∆𝑅𝑂𝐴'" + 𝛽Z∆ +

													𝛽[∆𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔'" + 𝛽_∆𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒'" + ∑ 𝜏c𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦c + 𝜀'"Y
ch$

                        
Eq. 3 

 
That model present the variations in satisfaction drivers mentioned in two consecutive 

periods, based in surveys, besides firms attributes localized in its financial demonstratives. The 
dummies variables in its turn consist of the sensibility associated at the periods. The dependent 
variable 𝐴𝑅'" is the abnormal return of the firm i in period t. 

In more one study about relationships between sentiment and stocks returns, Stambaugh, 
Yu and Yuan (2013) found consistent results from inclusion of eleven anomalies, between 
them, momentum effect and firms bankruptcy probability. The mentioned authors proceeded at 
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an analysis both short-term and long-term. They also used current and lagged indexes of 
sentiment, after incorporated at the multifactorial model. 

Recognizing the influence of investor sentiment in asset prices, Yang and Li (2013) 
formulated a model incorporating a sentimental component, verifying that sentiment don’t only 
rise the market’s liquidity, but also causes momentum in the short-term and overreaction in 
long-term. 

Yang and Li (2013) explain that investor overestimate the stock’s value when he is 
optimist and underestimate when manifest pessimism. They analyzed the behavior of the same 
agent’s kinds mentioned by various authors approached here. On the one hand, the investors 
are rationales and on the other hand there is those that present sentimental behaviors and are 
vulnerable to shocks.   

The performance of these agents is valuated from demand for sentiment how difference 
between optimist and pessimist levels relatively to a mean sentimental value. This measure 
demonstrate the importance of the liquidity for identification of sentiment’s influence on asset 
price levels. 

In a structural approach of sentiment’s bias, Alti and Tetlock (2014) analyze the asset 
prices from influence of two biases: overconfidence and overextrapolation tendencies, both 
distorting besides asset prices, the firms behaviors in terms of investments politics. The firms 
have been ranked for its values of book-to-market, investment rate and profitability, being 
statistically significant the influence of two bias on anomalies in the returns and firms 
investment’s level. 

The relationship between these two-sentimental bias and investment’s decisions 
efficiency of the companies is the differential in Alti and Tetlock’s (2014) paper. It’s also 
differentiated the analysis from what they denominate overextrapolation. For the authors, the 
market agents that act under overconfidence effect, under-value the firm’s profitability while 
contribute for the asset returns increasing. Extrapolators agents, on the other hand, believe in 
maintenance of this profitability beyond real and thus decrease the stocks returns. 

The essential result of the Alti and Tetlock’s (2014) paper referents to under-valuation 
from analyzed bias is a persistent book-to-market (B/M) in long-term. But that effect becomes 
less significant considering sentimental bias of super-confident and extrapolators agents. 

In theoretic line of Behavioral Finance and application of that in Chinese market, Hui 
and Li (2014) emphasize there is necessary an investigation more careful of the investor 
sentiment. They affirm be interest do not only academic but also of the market’s professionals. 
Between the definitions presented they synthesize as being the judgments and beliefs about 
future tendencies. So, there is institutional investor sentiment, that is fundamentalist and called 
insider trade, and individual investor sentiment, represented by noise trader. 

Hui and Li (2014) sought in your research to adopt an aggregate view of investor 
sentiment having based on online research data, such as: American Association of Individual 
Investors (AAII) and Investor Intelligence (II) Index for the verification of institutional 
sentiment. 

In research with dozens of investors, the cited data bases allowed examine these 
investors perception about economic levels, as expansion, recession or maintenance of the 
current conditions, establishing the relationship between sentiment’s levels and macroeconomic 
variables. 

In the conclusion that sentiment is a systematic price risk, Hui and Li (2014) built a 
sentiment’s measure and its predictive power in Chinese market. They correlated returns with 
its lags (lead-lag) and of special form with the variables: closed funds discount, number of IPOs 
and turnover. The authors identified that proposed sentiment’s index had a good predictive 
power and thus evidenced the influence of affective heuristics on traded assets value. 
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The table 1 treated of a synthesis of the principal variables used by mentioned authors, 
besides of the effects from junction between classic and behavioral models in asset pricing. So, 
it’s a justification to choose the variables used in this paper. 
 

Table 1 - Studies about Behavioral Asset Pricing Models 
Behavioral Variables Behavioral Effects Authors 

Characteristics that express value together 
with utility attributes. 

Errors commited by Noise Traders, 
over-valuating Growth stocks. Statman (1999) 

Loss Aversion, with disposition to accept 
bigger risk. Disposition Effect 

Kahneman and 
Tversky (1979); 
Kimura (2006). 

Auto-correlated or lagged Returns and 
Volumes. 

Overconfidence with lead lag 
analysis 

Statman et al 
(2006) 

Closed Funds Discount, NYSE Stocks 
Turnover, Mean Returns of the IPO’s, 
Number of IPO’s, Stock Value in new 

offerings and Dividend Premium. 

Negative relationship with closed 
funds discount, stock’s value in 

new offering and dividend 
premium. Positive relationship 

with turnover, number of IPOs and 
IPO’s return. 

Baker and 
Wurgler (2006) 

Reputation’s attributes of firms as stimuli 
affective heuristics. 

Subjective risk associated at 
negative affect. Investors under-

valuate despised companies. 

Statman, Fisher 
and Anginer 

(2008) 
Financial distress, stocks offering, profits, 

liquid operational assets, momentum, 
growth and Return of Assets. 

Anomalies are more frequently 
between stocks with high sentiment 

level. 

Stambaugh, Yu 
and Yuan (2011, 

2013) 

Demand for Sentiment 
Optmist investors undervaluated 

returns and pessimists over-
valuated these returns. 

Yang and Li 
(2013) 

Book-to-Market, Investment’s Level and 
Firms Profitability. 

Overconfidence and 
Overextrapolation 

Alti and Tetlock 
(2014) 

Closed Funds Discount, Number of IPO’s 
and Turnover. 

Influence of beliefs and judgments 
on returns. 

Hui and Li 
(2014) 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 

 
The method used in this paper consisted in the construction of a behavioral asset pricing 

model, incorporating investor sentiment in Brazilian capital market from various proxies of 
liquidity and stocks rankings published by Valor Econômico and Exame journals. Next are 
presented data, hypotheses, models and realized tests. 
 
3.1. Data Base 

 
For an estimation of simplification of the decision process by investors, the basis was 

firms rankings publication in specialized journals: “Maiores e Melhores” (the Biggest and Best 
- Exame Magazine), in publications of 1995 to 2014, and “Campeãs de Valor” (Value 
Champions - Valor Econômico Journal), from 2001 to 2014. 

In the case of Valor Econômico, the companies have been classified by economic 
activity sector and chosen according to variables: Liquid Income, Sustainable Growth (ratio 
between the percent increase of the liquid income and of the equity), Return of Equity, 
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Operating Margin (operational profit divided by liquid income), Current Liquidity and Asset 
Turnover. The weights to score the companies were “3” for the three first classification 
criterions and “1” for the other variables. 

About Melhores e Maiores Guide of Exame Journal, the differentiated variables of the 
Valor Econômico were: Market Leadership (Firm's Liquid Income divided by Sector's Liquid 
Income) and Wealth Created by Employee (Contribution of the Company in the Gross 
Domestic Product's formation/mean of Employees). The weights were: Sale Growth (10); 
Market Leadership (20); Current Liquidity (25); ROE (30); and Wealth Created by Employee 
(15). 

Once known the set of firms in each period, the same enterprises had its performance 
analyzed from relevant variables presented in the theoretical referential, regarding the market 
sentiment in the face of these disclosures. The variables have been collected in Economatica’s 
Data Base in the periods published by Valor Econômico and Exame journals. 

Having as theoretic basis the Baker and Wurgler’s (2006) index the Brazilian indicator 
has been estimated from liquidity variables, including besides of the turnover (Title and Stocks), 
more five: bid-ask-spread (BAS), Quantity of Titles (QT), Quantity of Stocks (QA) and Money 
Volume (VOL), considering the natural logarithm of these three last. With this foundation, have 
been also included the variables: market-to-book (M/B) and payout index with the objective to 
consider the impact of dividends on sentiment against profits. 

The difference with respect to original index proposed by Baker and Wurgler (2006), 
that used temporal series, was the use of data panel, method adopted in Brazil by Yoshinaga 
and Castro Jr. (2009). Furthermore, there was not quantities of stocks sufficient to calculate the 
difference between firms payer and not payer of dividends. Thereby, payout has been 
considered as dividend’s estimator, being valuated its impact separately of the M/B and 
maintaining the nature of the variables and sentimental influence of them. 

Due the valuation’s difficulty by majory of investors and being that complexity 
contributory for sentimentalism in the investments, this paper has as differential the inclusion 
of the mentioned rankings. The publication of “Melhores e Maiores” and “Campeãs de Valor” 
were information that although simple by the fact to divulgate points, indicate rational 
investments and thus contribute for low sentiment. 

In the portfolios formation, the stocks have been initially classified from rankings of the 
“Melhores e Maiores” and “Campeãs de Valor” after categorized by return in winners and 
losers. Lastly each group of winners and losers was divided in stocks with high and low B/M, 
to comparison in fundamental terms. In this case is considered a behavioral component, 
momentum, and other fundamentalist, that is book-to-market. The portfolios are presented in 
Table 2. 

  
Table 2 – Portfolios Formation in the Investor Sentiment Model 

Portfolio Ranking Return B/M 
Portfolio 1 (P1) Ranking Winners High 
Portfolio 2 (P2) Ranking Winners Low 
Portfolio 3 (P3) Ranking Losers High 
Portfolio 4 (P4) Ranking Losers Low 
Portfolio 5 (P5) Not Ranking Winners High 
Portfolio 6 (P6) Not Ranking Winners Low 
Portfolio 7 (P7) Not Ranking Losers High 
Portfolio 8 (P8) Not Ranking Losers Low 

Source: Own Elaboration 
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For data organization and portfolios formation has been used the Microsoft Excel 2013. 

The tests presented in subsequent section have been realized in SPSS 18.0 and Eviews 7.0 
software’s. 
 
3.2. Factorial Analysis and Investor Sentiment Index 

 
The sentiment indicators in this paper have been submitted to a principal component 

analysis. That analysis presents the presupposition of interdependence between analyzed 
variables and independence between the factors, being its mathematics model express ass: 

 

                       
  𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑇c = 𝜔c$𝑋$ + 𝜔c0𝑋0 + 𝜔cT𝑋T +⋯+ 𝜔cl𝑋l                                    Eq. 4 

 
where are factorial scores and 𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑇c represents the common factor at a set of variables 𝑋l 

indicatives of sentiment. 
From adequacy of the variables to multivariate statistic, valuated from the Cronbach’s 

Alpha and being accepted value bigger then 0,70, has been tested sample adequacy by the 
Measure Sampling Adequacy (MSA) test of Kayser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO). The MSA must 
present value above 0,5. About analysis method, has been used R-mode factor analysis given 
that if proceeded to the construction of relationships between variables to identify investor 
sentiment. 

Subsequently, have been observed constant values in anti-image correlate’s matrix, 
from where come KMO’s teste for each variable and thus must be excluded the variable that 
present value below 0,5. As indication of the variable’s power of explication, the SPSS generate 
communalities table, that can be utilized as criterion to eliminate attributes with low explication, 
looking to rise total explained variance. 

After exclusion of all unwanted variables and being those remaining with MSA above 
0,5 and high explicative power of the variations, has been verified the matrix after orthogonal 
rotation. From there have been calculated the factorial scores for variables that characterized 
sentiment. 

In step of how to proceed for arise the explication’s power of the factorial analysis, it 
has been necessary to establish the better way to group the factors according with the quantity 
defined in previous step. For this was established the eigenvalues method, being more common 
the use of varimax. This method allow eliminating the correlation between factors by 
orthogonal rotation. 

In Table 3 have been synthesized the variables used in this article. The investor 
sentiment has been estimated as well as proceeded by Baker and Wurgler (2006) from liquidity 
variables, M/B and dividends. In this paper has been rotated more of one factorial analysis for 
compatibility of time horizons. The first principal component analysis consisted only of lagged 
variables. So, has been calculated a formation liquidity called 𝐿𝐼𝑄"#$. The contemporaneous 
liquidity, analyzed in all period from mentioned variables, characterized the factor	𝐿𝐼𝑄". 

In each principal component analysis, the factorial scores 𝛽' have been arising from a 
set of ten variables 𝑋' indicative of rationality or affect. In terms of sentiment, it’s waited that 
liquidity effect be positive and the payout be negative. Supposedly the sentiment comes from 
of not fundamentals and not ranked stocks. 

 
 

 

jtw
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Table 3 – Variables to Estimate Investor Sentiment 
Variable Concept Formula 

Bid-ask spread (BAS) 
Natural logarithm of difference 

between maxim price and 
minimum price 

𝐵𝐴𝑆 = ln	(𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚−𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚) 

Quantity of Assets 
(QA) Quantity of Traded Stocks 𝑄𝑇 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑	𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 

Quantity of Stocks 
(QS) Quantity of Trades with the Stock 𝑄𝑇

= 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠	𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ	𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 
Turnover of Assets 

(TURN_T) 
Rate between QT and Outstanding 

Stocks 𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑁_𝑇 =
𝑄𝑇

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔
 

Turnover of Stocks 
(TURN_A) 

Rate between QT and Outstanding 
Stocks 𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑁_𝐴 =

𝑄𝐴
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔

 

Volume in Money 
(VOL) 

Natural logarithm of Traded 
Volume in Money 𝑉𝑂𝐿 = ln	(𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒	𝑒𝑚	$) 

Payout Proportion of the profit per stock 
(PPS) distributed as dividend (div) 𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

𝐷𝑖𝑣
𝑃𝑃𝑆

 

Market-to-Book Rate between Market Value (MV) 
and Equity Value (EV) 

𝑀
𝐵
=
𝑀𝑉
𝐸𝑉

 

Ranking of “Campeãs 
de Valor” 

Natural logarithm of Firms Score 
in Valor Econômico Journal 

Rankings 
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 = ln	(𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑟) 

Ranking of “Melhores 
e Maiores” 

Natural logarithm of Firms Score 
in Exame Journal Rankings 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 = ln	(𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑒) 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 
3.3. Behavioral Model Specification 

 
In specification of behavioral model has been worked the follow hypothesis: 

 
H0: Affective Stocks not present significant difference from not affective in terms of return, 
predominating equity fundamentals in long-term. 
 
H1: Firms stocks that increase investors sentiment present larger return’s performance against 
fundamentalist companies. So returns in long-term are determined by affective components.  

 
In model formation, the response variable was the assets’ returns in function of risk 

premium already modeled in the CAPM. The independent variables were: Differential Ranking, 
calculated by ranked stocks return minus not ranked stocks returns; Momentum, that is 
differential return between winners and losers in formation period; and Differential B/M (stocks 
return with high B/M minus of the stocks with low B/M). To these variables are added investor 
sentiment indicators. 

From portfolios formation, the objective is to verify the relationship between assets’ 
returns in the capital market and investors sentiment such as presupposes the following equation 
in a behavioral version of the Multifactorial Model. This model has as differential the adding 
of ranking and of a sentiment vector. 

 
         𝐸(𝑅') − 𝑅y = 𝛽$z𝐸(𝑅{) − 𝑅y| + 𝛽0∆𝑅𝑘𝑔 + 𝛽T𝑊𝑀𝐿 + 𝛽Y𝐻𝑀𝐿 + 𝛽Z[𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑇]       Eq. 5 
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4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS DISCUSSION 
 

Distinctly of approaches already made about sentiment, this is not here necessarily an 
only indicator and determined from fundamentalist or market aspects, but a concept. It is a 
decisional bias due to evaluation’s difficulty of stocks, taking subjective choices. So in 
agreement with this approach the sentiment have as main characteristics: subjection to cognitive 
bias, wrong beliefs, expectations without foundation, propensity to speculation and evaluation’s 
difficulty. 

The choose associated to the ranking of best and larger firms published in the 
communications vehicles to Brazilian capital market stems from difficulty to valuate results 
divulgated in these journals by the big mass of investors designated as noise traders. The 
difficulty is due the information’s complexity to the rankings formation, based on accounting 
indicators. 

It is assumed that stocks published in these rankings be thus less affected by sentiment 
due they be more liquid in terms of turnover and money volume, more consolidated, with 
market leadership and high liquid and operational margins, among others characteristics that 
become them with adequate valuation and rationally justifiable for investment. 

In another dimension, there are companies under-valuated by market in according to 
fundamentalist analysis and although aspects of this approach be included in choose of “best 
and larger” firms and value champions, such option do not consider this under-valuation by the 
majority of investors. 

As analysis unit of these paper, arise therefore from a principal components analysis a 
monthly factor of liquidity involving five additional elements to the turnover and a lagged 
liquidity’s factorial component corresponding to the formation period. The variables expressed 
in the Table 3 are associated to the sectorial scores of “Melhores e Maiores” (MM) and 
“Campeãs de Valor” (CV) firms, besides payout and market-to-book, in the supposition that 
market value overlaid at the accounting value exert influence on affective heuristics of 
investors. 

 
4.1. Liquidity Indexes and Investor Sentiment 

 
The sentiment itself, although do not be here an only index, refers to losers firms in 

formation period (despised by market), out of the mentioned rankings (without glamour) and 
with low B/M (not fundamentalists). As there is not foundation, nor market justification to a 
proven bigger liquidity of these stocks, weights the affective and heuristic component, denoting 
a preference for firms without evaluative base. 

Running the factorial analysis for liquidity variables, except bid-ask-spread, once this is 
a distinct indicator and associated to the diary variations, have been selected from the principal 
components analysis two factors to liquidity formation, with a result of 0.655 for KMO’s test 
and explaining 70.6% of the variations. 

In the factor rotation matrix, the number of stocks, turnover and cash volume explained 
46.6% of the indicator, with 23.9% of liquidity being jointly associated with the quantity of 
securities and turnover of securities. 
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 Table 4 – Principal Component Analysis for Liquidity Factor Formation 

 Component 
1 2 

Quantity of Assets  0.611 
Quantity of Stocks 0.921  
Turnover of Assets  0.848 
Turnover of Stocks 0.815  
Volume in Money 0.810  
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

Source: Own Elaboration 
 
From this analysis resulted the two factors used in descriptive analysis and posterior 

inferential analysis. The first factor has been called Trade/Volume (Liquidity in stocks trade, 
turnover of these stocks and money volume). The second factor have been denominated Assets 
(quantity and turnover of stocks), from characteristics available in Table 4. 

A second factorial analysis has been realized from lagged components, in case, 
quantities, turnover and money volume in formation period, according to rankings published, 
besides the payout rate. 

The payout has not been associated significantly with the liquidity variables according 
to KMO test (0,411) in anti-image matrix. So, resulted an only factor explicative of 67,44% of 
the lagged liquidity (𝐿𝐼𝑄"#$). The variables, all in formation period, were: Quantity of Assets 
(QA_form), Quantity of Stocks (QS_form), Turnover of Assets (TURN_A_Form), Turnover of 
Stocks (TURN_S_Form) and Volume in Money (VOL_form). 

Coherently with value fundamentals, the graphics to follow demonstrate a larger return 
coming of stocks with high B/M, independently of the “Best and Bigger Firms” and “Value 
Champions” rankings both in mean and cumulative returns (Figures 1 and 2). 

 
 

 
Figure 1 – Mean Abnormal Returns 60 Months after Formation 
Source: Own Elaboration from MS Excel 2013 
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Figure 2 – Cumulative Abnormal Returns 60 Months after Formation 
Source: Own Elaboration from MS Excel 2013 
 

About liquidity, however, the best performance according to bid-ask-spread, whose 
relationship with liquidity is inverse, it was of the stocks that aren’t on published rankings by 
Valor Econômico and Exame journals (Portfolios 5 to 8). Better yet the stocks not ranked, losers 
and with low B/M (Portfolio 8). 

 

 
Figure 3 – Bid-ask-spread 60 Months after Formation 
Source: Own Elaboration from MS Excel 2013 
 

Establishing the relationship between liquidity factors resulted of factorial analysis with 
formed portfolios stocks, we have more one descriptive evidence of higher liquidity associated 
to stocks with low B/M. These stocks were descriptively not rentable in the long-term. 
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Figure 4 – Liquidity Factor (Trading/Volume) 60 Months after Formation 
Source: Own Elaboration from MS Excel 2013 

 

 
Figure 5 – Liquidity Factor (Assets) 60 Months after Formation 
Source: Own Elaboration from MS Excel 2013 
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volume leads to gains, causing speculative movements of return without fundamentalists 
explications or market analyses. Therefore, enters the affective component. 

If there are not fundamentalist or market bases for higher liquidity of stocks that, besides 
not providing the better returns, also don’t be the better/bigger firms or value champions, the 
stocks can be classified as sentimental, being: not ranked, losers and with low B/M. The 
sentiment have been represented by dummy variable that assumed value “1” if belongs to one 
of these portfolios and value “0” for the others portfolios. 

In the crossing of factorial scores of liquidity with that dummy, more one time has been 
observed a higher risk premium from stocks not sentimental. Sentiment, in coherence with the 
approach theoretic sustained here it has been associated to a higher liquidity and assets turnover 
(Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6 – Relationship between Sentiment, Liquidity and Risk Premium 
Source: Own Elaboration from MS Excel 2013 

 
Once established these descriptive impressions, in Table 5 are presented the Comparison 

Tests of Averages realized between dummy of sentiment (SENT) and each one of the variables 
expressed in Figure 6, with the objective to confirm statistically such descriptions. 
 

Table 5 – Comparison Tests of Averages with Sentiment’s Dummy 
Variables Diff. Averages t Test Sig. 

Trading/Volume 0.207 0.762 0.446 
Assets 0.426 15.928 0.000 
Liq_t-1 -0.295 -10.944 0.000 

Risk Premium -0.913 -9.189 0.000 
Source: Own Elaboration 

 
Conform perceptible in these tests, only the factor trading/volume didn’t present 

difference of average statistically significant of the sentiment’s dummy, according to graphic. 
The result more significant, by other side, corresponded at factor “Assets”, being the component 
that really interfered in the investor sentiment. 

Has been identified a negative relationship of the binary variable of sentiment with the 
lagged liquidity factor, demonstrating that the liquidity in the portfolios formation period 
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contributed for a decrease of market sentiment, remembering that Sentiment consist in firms 
stocks with the smaller previously returns, low levels of B/M and not ranked by Valor 
Econômico or Exame journals. 

The rise of quantity and turnover of assets, besides don’t be backed up in the liquidity 
of anterior periods, also had association with risk premiums relatively lowers against 
sentimental stocks, according both to Figure 6 and comparison’s test of average, being negative 
the relationship between risk premium and sentiment. 

The results to follow are of traditional financial models adapted to affective aspects, so 
designed due don’t be justify by past returns, nor ranking publications. Thence the relationship 
of these results with waited return in multifactorial model. 

 
4.2. Investor Sentiment Index 

 
Having as base the sentiment index proposed by Baker and Wurgler (2006) in the north-

american market, formed from a principal component analysis, this method also is used here 
for the construction of an index according to reality of Brazilian capital market. The difference 
here was use of panel data, as proceeded by Yoshinaga and Castro Jr. (2009) in Brazil. 

Also different of the Brazilian authors mentioned, has been developed the inclusion of 
rankings and liquidity factors to sentiment index, besides of a modification in the classic 
multifactorial Carhart (1997) model with the addition of autoregressive components, of moving 
average (ARMA) and of conditional variance (GARCH). 

As proceeded by mentioned authors, has been included variables both in analysis period 
and lagged, consisting of all variables presented in the Table 3. Once run first step of factorial 
analysis with these variables, the KMO test, verified in anti-image matrix, was not significant 
for two of them, to know, payout index and formation return. 

The second step of factorial analysis led to exclusion of the liquidity indicator “Turnover 
of Assets” considering its weak correlation (0.09) with the others variables, identified in 
communalities table. Made these exclusions, the final step of factorial analysis allowed the 
explication of 73% of the data variance in three factors, presented in Table 6. 

 
Table 6 – Sentiment Components in the Factorial Analysis 

Factor Variables Variance  Explained Total 

1 𝐵𝐴𝑆"#$, 𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑁_𝐴"#$, 𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑁_𝑆"#$, 𝐵𝐴𝑆", 𝑄𝑆", 
𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑁_𝑆", 𝑀/𝐵"#$. 29.842% 29.842% 

2 𝑄𝐴"#$, 𝑄𝑆"#$, 𝑉𝑂𝐿"#$, 𝑉𝑂𝐿", 𝑀𝑀"#$, 𝐶𝑉"#$ 28.808% 58.650% 
3 𝑄𝐴" 14.376% 73.027% 

Source: Own Elaboration from SPSS 18.0 
 
Having higher weight in the sentiment explication, the first factor, here designed as 

𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑇$, explained 30% of sentiment variation. This indicator had more lagged variables against 
other factors and has been composed by: bid-ask-spread both current and lagged, turnover of 
stocks in the periods t and t-1, turnover of assets in t-1 and market-to-book. Has been observed 
in this factor a set of variables according larger market variations, with M/B associated to stocks 
turnover and to bid-ask-spread, what measure the variation between minimum and maximum 
prices. 

The second factor, 𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑇0, has been composed by quantities, both current and lagged, 
Money Volume in the same periods and rankings “Melhores e Maiores” (MM) of Exame 
journal and “Campeãs de Valor” (CV) of Valor Econômico journal. Has been evidenced that 
such scores, differential of this work, have been associated to a more effective liquidity, do not 
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only attached to turnover of assets, but to trade in money, explaining the sentiment in the same 
score of the first factor and performing, together him, 58.6% of data variance explication. 

The first two factors have already proportionated a significant explication having as 
reference the cited studies, which considered as acceptable the level of 49% in an only factor. 
However, it is important to say that the quantity of assets or traded stocks explained alone 14% 
of the sentiment, being justified its incorporation at the multifactorial model. 

Once established the factors, its factorial scores are presented to follow, composing the 
investor sentiment in Brazilian capital market in the period of September 1994 to August 2014. 

 
𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑇$ = 0.188𝐵𝐴𝑆 + 0.256𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑁�"#$ + 0.261𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑁�"#$ + 

                 0.128𝐵𝐴𝑆"#$ + 0.154𝑄𝑆" + 0.255𝑇𝑈𝑅𝑁�� + 0.213𝑀/𝐵                     Eq. 6 
 

𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑇0 = 0.191𝑄𝐴"#$ + 0.124𝑄𝑆"#$ + 0.212𝑉𝑂𝐿"#$ + 
                             0.202𝑉𝑂𝐿" + 0.404𝑀𝑀 + 0.166𝐶𝑉                                           Eq. 7 
 

                            𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑇T = 0.590𝑄𝐴"                                                                                  Eq. 8 
 
The variable of more significant weight was quantity of assets (0.590) followed by 

ranking of the “best and bigger firms” of Exame journal (0.404). This result can be explained 
by fact that Exame journal to be a more popular communication channel against Valor 
Econômico journal, that is more specialized and restricted to investor less subject to affective 
aspects. 

 
4.3. Behavioral Asset Pricing Model (BAPM) 

 
The biggest consensus about not ranked stocks value from lower variations identified in 

the liquidity indicator bid-ask-spread, besides higher liquidity associated to not fundamentalists 
stocks, so considered those with low B/M, revealed market tendencies dissonant from 
fundamentals and, furthermore, incompatible with public available information and with past 
results of gains. 

Although not recommended by principal communication vehicles of Brazilian capital 
market, besides of low equity value, the most liquid stocks in quantity and assets turnover has 
been those that do not appeared in the rankings and presented simultaneously low equity value. 
So, these stocks have been considered affective. 

For an even more precise estimate of this affective component, have been designed as 
sentimental the stocks that besides present the mentioned characteristics and also has been 
classified as losers in the portfolios formation period. That has been the sentimental dummy 
and analyzed in the before section. 

In the formation of Behavioral Asset Pricing Model (BAPM) from factors descriptively 
analyzed, incorporating to the multifactorial ARMA/GARCH model the liquidity factors (Table 
7) and Sentiment (Table 8), can be verified the results, both in the period of 60 months and with 
7.200 observations. 

Both models show higher risk premiums of the stocks with low B/M seen the negative 
and significant signal of the differential B/M. This indicator represents the stocks return with 
high B/M minus stocks return with low B/M. Although descriptively has been evidenced a 
larger gain of stocks with higher equity value against market value, it’s have already an 
evidence of affective component predominance, which is not measured from equity 
fundamentals or any others rationally justifiable. 
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Table 7 – BAPM_ Panel Data Regression with Liquidity Indexes 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob. 

Risk Premium 0.275138 0.003277 83.95281 0.0000 
Differential Ranking -0.042594 0.004591 -9.277549 0.0000 
Differential Return -0.022003 0.003565 -6.172164 0.0000 
Differential B/M -0.107945 0.004064 -26.56218 0.0000 
Trading/Volume -0.172577 0.004274 -40.37616 0.0000 

Assets -0.041855 0.002184 -19.16176 0.0000 
LIQ_t-1 0.154724 0.004808 32.18013 0.0000 
D_SENT 0.071996 0.014870 4.841518 0.0000 

AR(1) 0.958747 0.002575 372.3672 0.0000 
MA(1) -0.351536 0.013419 -26.19625 0.0000 

C 0.002618 0.000320 8.188110 0.0000 
RESID(-1)^2 0.071073 0.007650 9.290156 0.0000 
GARCH(-1) 0.746924 0.026609 28.07042 0.0000 
R-squared 0.894053 Mean dependent var 0.166208 

Adjusted R-squared 0.893921 S.D. dependent var 0.367200 
S.E. of regression 0.119596 Akaike info criterion -1.433529 
Sum squared resid 102.8262 Schwarz criterion -1.421102 

Log likelihood 5172.988 Hannan-Quinn criter. -1.429253 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.937063    

Source: Own Elaboration from Eviews 7.0 
 

Table 8 – BAPM_ Panel Data Regression with Sentiment Indexes 
Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.   

Risk Premium 0.243487 0.002721 89.49239 0.0000 
Differential Ranking -0.023126 0.004892 -4.727494 0.0000 
Differential Return -0.011353 0.003934 -2.885753 0.0039 
Differential B/M -0.129141 0.004222 -30.58660 0.0000 

SENT_1 -0.165581 0.004251 -38.95560 0.0000 
SENT_2 0.001093 0.005262 0.207753 0.8354 
SENT_3 -0.038042 0.003063 -12.42028 0.0000 
AR(1) 0.965066 0.002532 381.1880 0.0000 
MA(1) -0.373348 0.013024 -28.66656 0.0000 

C 0.003128 0.000381 8.206969 0.0000 
RESID(-1)^2 0.059133 0.006883 8.591179 0.0000 
GARCH(-1) 0.727885 0.029646 24.55218 0.0000 

R-squared 0.891225     Mean dependent var 0.166208 
Adjusted R-squared 0.891104     S.D. dependent var 0.367200 
S.E. of regression 0.121173     Akaike info criterion -1.401676 
Sum squared resid 105.5708     Schwarz criterion -1.390205 
Log likelihood 5057.334     Hannan-Quinn criter. -1.397729 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.951478    

Source: Own Elaboration from Eviews 7.0 
 
In consonance with behavioral approach, the differential return has been negative, 

together with positive autoregressive (AR) parameter and thus confirming momentum in the 
short-term, with returns determined from gains of anterior month and overreaction in the long-
term. Has been verified too a more probability of losers firms proportionate the better returns 
in the long-term. The explication is the same for negative and significant moving average (MA), 
denoting return reversion from past averages. 
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The differential ranking, that represents return of stocks divulgated by Exame and Valor 
Econômico journals minus not published stocks, bring another explication for a behavioral 
predominance of long-term, being demonstrated that not ranked stocks were those that 
proportionated the best returns in 60 months. That tendency confirm the fact of these better 
results come of losers firms and with low B/M, according to anterior mentions. 

As explicated along the paper, the sentiment resulted of these inferences, not having 
fundamentalist justifications of past gains or from publications in the principal national 
communications vehicles of interest in the stock’s market. 

Has been identified so a relationship between sentiment and diary variations, besides 
quantity of traded stocks and its respective turnover, not having link with a more effective 
liquidity and reflected in trading volume in money. Therefore, the first model incorporated each 
one of these liquidity factors to explain affectively the returns expectation. 

The fact of traded volume represented by factor “trading/volume” be the liquidity index 
that more impacts the risk premium after the AR and CAPM risk premium, besides assets 
liquidity also be inversely proportional at the risk premium, its confirm that the most liquid or 
moved by market don’t compensates in long-term gains. It is important to say that negative 
relationship between return and liquidity refers to current trading and not at the past results of 
liquidity. 

Lagged liquidity, by other side, exerted strong positive impact on BAPM’s risk premium 
presented in Table 7. Therefore, more far negotiations can drive for better results in the 
investment strategies. The market, however, tend to move by most investors impulse, leading 
to a contrary driven from waited abnormal returns. 

Once consolidated these factors, the sentiment dummy incorporated at the BAPM 
proves that, contrarian to any strategy based in classic models, the better returns came of small 
firms, losers and with low equity value/market value, whose most liquidity also not leaded the 
investors in general to success of yours strategies. 

Formed the sentiment indexes and incorporated to the BAPM, conform Table 8, has 
been confirmed statistic insignificance of the rankings and trading volume in the returns 
determinations in long-term, since the second sentiment factor was not significant. 

Sentiment, although essentially determined by liquidity, was not determinant of return 
in long-term, considering its both current and lagged components. It is an attribution of the 
investors to lead in consideration these affective aspects and build yours strategies based in 
companies with low returns not published in rankings. 

About equity value, it has been evidenced that market did not adjust to the fundamentals, 
for high equity value has not been associated to information easily available to market. 
Therefore, the good opportunities have been used by some insider traders or news watchers and 
not by market average, which is essentially sentimental. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In a Behavioral Finance approach, this paper consisted in to establish the affective 

conditionings of firms’ value, being that the decisive variable for gains in the long term. Against 
to this value has been identified that higher offering and demand for assets do not necessarily 
results in gains. Therefore, are more looked for the stocks with market value higher than equity 
value, don’t allowing arbitrage strategies, since in five years price didn’t adjust to the value 
equity. 

The differential of sentiment’s approach in terms methodologic consisted of ranking’s 
inclusion of the best and larger firms divulgated by Exame journal and value champions 
published by Valor Econômico journal. The portfolios have been formed from these rankings 
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and involved too the differential returns (winners minus losers) and differential B/M (high B/M 
minus low B/M).   

First estimated sentiment component consisted of stocks not ranked, losers and with low 
B/M. These stocks have been the most looked for but were not rentable. This sentiment has 
been associated to a liquidity factor formed by quantity and turnover of assets or traded stocks, 
with inverse relationship to the anterior twelve months liquidity and without relationship to an 
effective traded quantity of stocks and trading volume in money. 

With the investor sentiment index formed, it has been confirmed the stronger 
relationship of this sentiment with traded quantity of assets, explaining by itself 14% of the 
variance. Together, aspects attached to market’s movements composed this sentiment, having 
bigger weight: big-ask-spread, turnover of assets and trading, and market-to-book. 

Another component of sentiment has been essentially constituted by volume in money 
and rankings, having larger sentimental impact after quantity of assets, the “best and bigger 
firms” of the Exame journal, that is an information more easily available and simplify. This 
aspect denote the affective heuristic theoretically approached and that constitute a 
simplification of decision process associated to financial applications. 

Sentimental components have been associated to returns expectations in a model 
denominated behavioral pricing model. Has been verified that the bigger returns come of losers 
stocks, not fundamentalist or with low B/M and not ranked. This result confirm the anterior 
inference of that these divulgations, specifically Valor Econômico journal publications, also do 
not interfere on the gains expectation in capital market. 

The sentiment indexes formation allowed evaluate the impact both individual and 
integrated of each considered variable, not resulting in a simple recommendation of stocks buy 
or sale, but in behavioral tendencies identified from liquidity and of rankings. Has been 
demonstrate that affective component predominates over fundamentalist component when are 
realized more robust econometric tests with data panel and including autoregressive and of 
conditional variance components. 

Multifactorial model such as classically estimated would reveal accounting under-
valuation by market, but this conclusion have not sustained when has been tested regressions 
presuppositions. So it have not been rejected only behavioral suppositions, as momentum in 
short-term generated by investors impulse and expressed essentially by the strong dependency 
of returns and its immediately lags, characterizing overconfidence. 

This overconfidence effect also has been evidenced when the liquidity was analyzed in 
quantity of assets or more expressively in quantity of stocks and its turnover. A higher 
contingent of retail’s investors rise the volume of small trades, being for this reason that 
liquidity component is distinct of volume in money that is more significant for institutional 
investors and normally called arbitrators. 

Increases of impulsive quantities make return be dependent of its autoregressive 
component, above any account basis of the companies. Therefore, after models correction there 
was not adjustment from the book-to-market. 

Criterions according to which the firms have been chosen to composition of Valor 
Econômico and Exame rankings have already do these companies well valuated by market. 
Thus has been out of rankings that emerged betters return opportunities and, if not came of 
equity value, only an explication became plausible: the affect. 
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